A current limitation in the real-world use of cooperating mobile robots is the difficulty in determining the proper team composition for a given robotic application. Present technology restricts the design and implementation of cooperative robot teams to the expertise of a robotics researcher, who has to develop robot teams on an applicationspecific basis. The objective of our research is to reduce the complexity of cooperative robotic systems through the development of a methodology that enables the automated synthesis of cooperative robot teams.
INTRODUCTION
As the use of cooperative mobile robotics moves from theoretical and laboratory studies towards use in real-world applications, a methodology is needed to determine the proper robot team composition for a given mission. The question to be answered is: given a pool of heterogeneous robots and a mission to be accomplished, what is the proper composition of robots for the team, and what strategy of cooperation and interaction should they use?
In recent years, the interest in cooperative robotic systems has grown significantly. A primary reason for this growing interest is the recognition of the large number of application domains in which cooperative robotic systems can be used, including the following: (1) military applications, such as surveillance, reconnaissance, and demining, ( 2) industrial applications, such as cleaning and earthmoving, and (3) space exploration applications, such as rock gathering and searching for water. Advantages that have been recognized for cooperative teams include increased robustness through redundancy, a potential for decreased mission completion time through parallelism, and a possibility for decreased individual robot complexity through heterogeneous robot teams.
A great deal of research has focused on the development of cooperative control strategies that enable teams of robots to work together in these applications. Much success is beginning to be achieved in this area, with the development of several control architectures and approaches for cooperative teams. The field has gained a basic understanding of many of the important issues in cooperative teams, including swarm versus intentional cooperation, implicit cooperation versus robot awareness, implicit versus explicit communication, increased coverage versus interference, and local versus global cooperative control.
However, it would greatly speed the widespread practical application of multi-robot systems if a methodology were available that could enable a system designer to automatically generate cooperative robot solutions for the specific application at hand. At present, the field is a long way from being able to accomplish cooperative team design. Little previous research has addressed this topic. Most previous research related to this topic involves the evolutionary design of cooperative behaviors for simple simulated agents in simple worlds. Floreano algoritluuuis to create navigation strat egies that use simple (one-pixel) vision. Sims' uses (ollipetit iVe co-evolution to create simulated creatures that have to share a common resource. Hillis1 also uses co-evolut ion, in this a.sc to evolve sorting algorithms that operate on various types of (lata sets. Little previous work addresses I lic desigmi of t eallis of more coniplex cooperative agents. This paper explores this issue. exalluinilig the need for cooperative team design and a icroi,osed approach toward this end. The next sectioli onipars the desired capabilities for cooperative teaiii (lesigli wit Ii t he (tirrelit approaches most coiuuuonlv eniploved. We tlieti. ii the following sections. on/lute a proposed approach toward the goal of itlitO iiiated cooperative teanu design that we are developing. Section 5 examni ies three previoiislv-iuiipliiieiit ed cooperative apphcatioiis that we are using as case St udies in the developnueiit of our approach to cooperative team (lesigli. \\c conclude iii section 6 with a description of our ongoing and future work in this area.
THE NEED FOR COOPERATIVE TEAM DESIGN
The most coninuonly used approach to cooperative team design is ihlust rated in Figure 1 . In t his a.ppioacli . tlie robotics researcher considers a specific nuSsioll to be solved using a cooperative robotics approach. He or she t 11(11 either designs specific robots for that inissioii or uses t lie robots available ii the laboratory to lould t lie cooperative software specific to that mission. In either case, the resultiig iuiidenieimt ation usuall provides little guidatice to assist in the design of the next cooperative teani for another ap1dicat ion. liustead, time design is hunt 'd 1 ocalise it is liussion-s l ec ifi c.
More recent research in cooperative robotics enables a more generic approach to cooperative robot team design. Illustrated iii Figure 2 . thus approach allows researchers to build a pooi of hieterogeinoiis robots that can perform a variety of applications vitlun certain (lomnaills At a. later t inme. the (hiuniami) svstenu desigmier call bring t oget her the desired robots to solve a specific umuissiomi that arises. The ALLIANCE6 architect ure was designed to enable this more generic approach to cooperative robotics, providing a nicchuanisnu t hat enables t eamuis of robots to work together without advanced knowledge of the robot teani coinpositiohi. By prograiuinimg each robot iii advance using the ALLIANCE approach, we can know t hat t lie robots will work together properly when applied to a mnissioui at sonic future tinue.
However Figure 2 . In more recent approaches, a robot pool can be generated in advance, and applied to specific applicat ions when they arise. More generic approaches. such as ALLIANCE, citable the robot I cams to In (((ill posed iii advance of their use in a specific application. Figure 3 . The ultimate goal in automated team design is to in able to aiitoiiiaticallv coitipose I In proper team for a specific mission. Having this capability will also provide itsiglit and feedback into the propel design of tin individual robot as part of the heterogeneous robot pooi. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR AUTOMATED TEAM DESIGN
A number of issues must be addressed before a methodology can be developed for automated team design. Most of these issues involve developing descriptions of components of cooperative multi-robot teams and their interactions for use in a rigorous approach to automated design. In our work, we have identified those issues of importance toward this goal, but have only begun to develop the rigorous descriptions required to quantify each issue. In this section, we make note of the many complex issues that must be incorporated if an automated design solution is to be successful.
First of all, a mechanism, or "language" , is needed to describe the specifications of the mission of interest. This language must be broad enough to be appropriate for large classes of application domains. Along with the mission specifications are the metrics to be used to measure the performance of the mission. Ideally, these metrics will include both components that are independent of a specific robot team (such as time), and components that are dependent upon the given robot team (such as energy expenditure). An approach for team design also requires a method of describing individual robots -including both physical capabilities and individual behaviors. Beyond the individual robot descriptions are needed the descriptions of the interactions of robot team members, as well as the costs of individual subsystems (such as the use of certain sensors) and interactive components (such as communication).
An approach to cooperative team design must also take into account a number of other issues. These issues include fault tolerance, which incorporates the probability of robot failure; efficiency, which balances the trade-off between more robots versus increased energy usage; interference, which balances the tradeoff between more robots versus an increased generation of conflicts; individual robot complexity, which finds a balance between homogeneous versus heterogeneous robots, and simple versus complex individual robot design; and local versus global control, which involves decisions on issues of interaction through local information versus more global coordination, perhaps through communication.
Clearly, with all of the above issues impacting cooperative teams, the goal of automated team design is very ambitious and challenging. While we are far from having a complete solution to this goal, we have identified an approach that we believe has high potential towards this end. The following section describes the basis upon which we propose to build a methodology for automated cooperative team design.
PROPOSED APPROACH TO AUTOMATED TEAM DESIGN
Our proposed approach to automated team design combines the theories of sensori-computatiomal systems and information invariants, building upon the earlier work of Donald et al. 7 We expect that the use of these theories should enable the creation of automated cooperative behavior solutions that are re-usable within an application domain through reinstantiation with modules from equivalence classes of components. In this design, a sensoricomputational system (SCS) is a module that computes a function of its inputs and its current pose or position.7 For example, a wall-following sensori-computational system could compute the velocity and steering commands required to move a robot along a wall, based upon the values of the robot's range sensors. Since a wall-following sensori-computationa system (for example) can be designed in many different ways, one can define a mapping from tasks or sensors to equivalence classes of sensori-computational systems that require the same intrinsic information. This intrinsic information is termed an information invariant, which measures the complexity of the information required to perform a task. In earlier work, Donald7 showed that reductions from one sensori-computational system to another can occur based upon equivalences between communication, internal state, external state, computation, and sensors. The significance of the reductions iS that they guarantee that one sensory system can be built from another without adding information complexity.
We propose to use this notion of information invariants to define equivalence classes of sensori-computational systems that serve as fundamental building blocks (or basis functions) of more complex cooperative robotic behaviors. Optimization techniques will then be used to generate cooperative robot teams that best fit the specifications of the desired mission.
More specifically, the overall approach is as follows. Given a mission, first determine its information invariants. Then, the information invariants are mapped to equivalence classes of robot teams that can solve the mission. The robot team equivalence classes define components of the robot team that are required for that mission, in terms of sensors, behaviors, actuators, communication, and cooperative control. Then, the minimal set of robot team components is selected, based upon component costs. The mission metrics are then used as optimization criteria to distribute the collective set of team components across individual robots that will compose the team. . The first step of the approach involves defining the information invariants required by the mission, and then mapping these invariants to the equivalence class of sensori-computational systems that can achieve that invariant.
Figures 4 through 6 illustrate this process. As shown in Figure 4 , the mission is mapped to information invariants, which are mapped to a number of possible sensori-computational systems that can achieve each information invariant. The ovals in the diagram refer to alternative components that can be used in the design. The shaded ovals represent those components selected for a particular design. Any single information invariant can potentially be achieved by a number of different sensori-computational systems. The figures shows two such SCSs per each information invariant, but an actual application may have more.
The next step, as illustrated in Figure 5 , requires selecting the most efficient team components that achieve the information invariants, optimized based upon the predetermined subsystem costs. Shown in the diagram is a simple cost function that weights each module equivalently. Thus, an optimization function based upon a minimal cost would select the combination of sensori-computational elements that minimizes the total number of modules. The minimal such combination is shown in Figure 5 for the example illustrated.
As shown in Figure 6 , the final step of the approach requires snapping the required cooperative team components to individual robot team members, based upon the defined metrics of the mission. The result of the previous step indicates the required components of the robot team as a whole, but it does not indicate how those components should be distributed to the individual robots. Robot team size and capabilities of individual robots are determined at this step.
CASE STUDIES TO BOUND INITIAL DEVELOPMENT
To ground these ideas in specific applications, our approach to developing a methodology for automated team design is to restrict the mission design space and the robot design space to case studies of cooperative mobile robot systems that we have previously implemented. Initially, we are working with three such case studies: keeping formation, "mock" hazardous waste cleanup, and cooperative observation of multiple moving targets. After the approach for automated team design has been fully studied with these three case studies, we will then generalize the approach to a broader application domain. At that point, we may include additional cooperative robot applications that we have implemented, such as the cooperative box pushing application described in. 8 Thus far, we are just beginning the analysis of these case studies for the purpose of automated team design. For each of these three case studies, we have identified the mission metric, the information invariants, and a qualitative notion of information costs. Ongoing work is aimed at mapping these information requirements to the equivalence Figure 5 . The next step of the approach involves selecting the subset of sensori-computational systems that is the most efficient solution, based upon predetermined subsystem costs. (lasses of seitsori-computatioital svsteitts required to achieve these information iiivariants. The following slihS((tIOIlS describe these C LSC studies
Keeping formation
In many cooperative robotic applications, it is necessary for rohot teaitt to ilioVe ut an orderly fashion front one location to another. \\e have written algorititnis that enable robot teaitt members to ittai ttait two types of foriitat wits: (Olulilil and line. Colunin forirtatioit requires robots to maintain forniat ion front-to-back. In this iitipleitteittatioit, the first robot performs wall following, while the other robots follow each other in formation usuitg rang( or vision sensing. The photos in Figure 7 show the robot team inovuitg iii column format jolt. Figure 8 sltows it siiittilat ((1 set of robots moving in line formation. lit line formation. the robots are required to iiiaiittait a side-by-side con figural nut. In all of these types of formations, robots attempt to niauttain a desired position relative either to nearby robots, or I i a predehned robot team leader. Refer to for studies oit the tradeoffs in loca.l 'r global (Out rol for (ooperat iVe forrnatiouts.
lit tltis application. the mission uttetric is defiited iii terms of a itorixtalized (uutlulat ive forntat ion error. l1iis is the aceuniulatel distance front tite desired forrttatioit position of tacit robot, uite;t_ured at discrete tiuttt itcreitteitts for tile duration of tlte mission. More specifically. at a given time t . the foruttatioit error. fc,. is given by
where d is the distance betweeit the current positiolt of robot i and the proper foritiatioit posit jolt of rol wt / . based out the forniatioit leader's current location. Tue mission ittet nc is defined as the cuniulat ive forittat lou errol, (ti i/i which is defined as:
The iitforitiatioit iitvariants are different for leader robots versus follower robots. For leader robots, t Itt' tlonittatioit invariant s are defined as: • Current goal location
• Location of neighbor robots
For follower robots, the iiiforniation required to perform the task is (liflerent based 1110111 I lie control strategy used. \Ve (10 not go into detail here oii the various control strategies: they are reported mu Inst cad, we simply list the information we have idemitified that is requited to execute each of the control strategies:
• Strategy I: The "mock hazardous waste cleanup application requires two artificially" hazardous" waste spills iii alt ('illiosed rooiri to be cleauted up liv a teauti of t hrec robots. Thus urtissioul requires robot teauui nrentbcrs to locate tin two waste spills, move the two spills to a goal location, while also periodically reporting tin t cant progress to htuuioans Inonitoruig the system. Figure 9 shows t lie robots while titer are performing this apidicat unit. Refer 1(1 for more (let ails oii this i utplenreuttat ioit.
lit thus applicatiout. the mission nietric is detiuied iii three parts -oute for uaiit suibtask of tin' utlissioll. Specihcallv. lie ntetrics arc as follows:
For the find locatiout task, the metric is to iniitinuze the collective tine or energy spent locating itucks:
where a ( r , t ) ret urns the task that robot r is performing at t ilnc t. In this application, a team of robots is required to observe the niovenielits of targets moving t lirougli a specified area of niterest. Because the sensor ranges of the robots and the size of the robot teani are liiiiited. fixed robot posit bits are not sufficient to Inaultam the entire area of interest under observation. Ibis, tin rol tOt leant iiieinhers must niove dvtiainically over time based upoii the inovenients of the targets and t lie ot tier robots on the teal!! to ensure that as many targets as possible remain under observation. In previous work.10 I we have developed a (list ribut ed approxililate approach to solving this prohleiii that comithines low-level multi-robot (wit rol with higher-level control.
The low-level control is described iii terms of force fields emanating from t lie targets and the robots. Ilie Inghier level control is presented in the ALLIANCE fornialisin,0 which provides meclianisnis for fault tolerant cooperative control, and allows robot team mnenibers to adjust their low-level actions based upon t lie act ions (If I heir t eaImiiiiat (S.
\\e have imnpleiiieiited and conipared four different control approaches to cooperative observation: (I) FIXEI), where robots maintain fixed positions uniformly distributed over the area, (2) RANDOM, where robots inov raiidontlv. (3) LOCAL, winch uses local force vectors. without any lughier-level control, and (4) A-C'MOMMT, which conibines low-level and higher-level control. Figure 10 shows an implemiiemitation of this work on teani of robots.
The nussion metric defined for tins application is to maximize the average liumniler of targets under observation during the nhissioii:
where (13(t) = 1 if target j is under observation by robot i at time (t). and (1 otherwise.
Tue inforniation imivariamits defiiied for t Ins task are as follows:
• Location of local targets
• Location of local robots
The qualitative cost of obtaining tins utforniation is defined as:
• Location of local targets: Per umut time. Vismoii or range processing for target localization, or C P conimiiunication • Location of local robots: Per unit tune, vision or range processing for robot localization, or GPS (omniliumlitat ion 92 Figure 10 . These photos show a t eani of robots performing t lie cooperative observation task.
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have outlined a proposed approach towards the ultimate goal of automated cooperative team design. This approach involves first defining the information invariants of a given mission, and then mapping those information invariants to equivalence classes of sensori-computational systems that can achieve those invariants. An optimal subset of sensori-computational systems is then selected based upon the costs of the individual subsystems. This subset defines the collection of modules that must be present in the cooperative team as a whole to achieve the mission. The final step involves distributing these components to the individual robot team members, based upon the mission metrics defined in the original mission specifications.
We are beginning our study of this approach by narrowing the mission and robot design space to three cooperative robot case studies that we have previously implemented. For these three case studies, we have defined the mission metrics, information invariants, and information costs associated with achieving the mission goals. Our ongoing work now involves mapping the information invariants for these case studies to the equivalence classes of sensoricomputational systems required to achieve these invariants. We will then examine the optimization issues needed to select a minimal subset of components, and for mapping these components to individual robot team members.
The aim of this research in cooperative team design is to develop a methodological approach that can lead to an automated solution to the difficult question: How do you design cooperative mobile robot teams for specific missions to optimize the issues of: cost, fault tolerance, efficiency, interference, individual robot complexity, cooperative control, and team size? Clearly, much work remains to be done to reach this ambitious goal. But if successful, we believe that an automated solution for cooperative team design will have a significant impact toward the widespread use of cooperative robot teams in real-world applications.
